Turnkey Hatcheries
Complete solutions for
maximum economic return
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How to maximize
the return on your
hatchery investment
You want your investments to be profitable – particularly when investing in a new hatchery. In other words,
your hatchery must remain efficient and competitive within the ever-changing environment of the poultry
business – from day one and throughout its lifetime.
To achieve this, you need to make the right decisions from the start: choosing the most appropriate equipment
for your hatchery and selecting a reliable partner that can assist you during the hatchery’s entire life cycle.
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Take the right decisions
from the start

Look further than your
initial investment

The long-term profitability of
your hatchery is defined in the
very early stages of your project’s
feasibility study. The initial choices
concerning your hatchery’s design
determine whether your hatchery
will bring sustained profitability
or not. To make a sound decision,
you have to consider aspects
such as the local climate, industry
trends, international regulations
and emerging technologies. This
will enable you to build a state-ofthe-art hatchery that will remain
competitive for many years.

When evaluating the feasibility
of a new hatchery project, many
people focus on the initial cost
of capital investment. However,
evaluating the running cost of
your hatchery is even more important. You will need to run your
hatchery at the lowest operational costs possible during many
tens of years. This will allow you
to maximize the return on your
investment.

A hatchery is more than
an incubator
The incubator is the heart of
any hatchery, so your choice of
incubator is a crucial step in your
hatchery project. But, besides
this, you also need to select air
handling units, power and data
networks, automation equipment
and many other accessories that
are required in your hatchery.

Choose a reliable partner
A reliable partner is there right
from the start to assist you in
defining the requirements and
characteristics of your hatchery.
It is essential to select a partner
that guarantees support and ser
vice packages to keep your hatchery performing at its highest level
throughout its entire life cycle.

Taking into account all these
factors is not as easy as it
seems. By involving Petersime
from the very start when
defining your requirements
and specifications, you can
capitalize on our long expertise
in the design of turnkey hatcheries.
Petersime not only designs hatcheries but also offers a complete
package from hatchery design
to supply and completion. We
have the expertise to calculate air
handling and ventilation requirements for different climates in
different countries. We deliver
equipment that is designed to run
for many years, assuring you of a
high return on your initial capital
investment.
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Maximize output,
minimize costs
The main objective of running your hatchery is to maximize your return on investment.
This means achieving the highest output in terms of chicks with a minimum of costs in terms of
resources. Operating a hatchery means running a complex industrial process in which you need
to manage multiple resources and take into account multiple parameters.
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Hatchery
Hatchery operation as an input/output process model

Highest chick output
To achieve the highest hatchability, it is essential to select the
best incubators. But it doesn’t stop
there. You also need to create the
optimum climate conditions in
every area of your hatchery, guarantee a bio-secure environment,
and opt for automation equipment and workflows that prevent
egg loss or damage.

Lowest energy costs
A hatchery consumes a lot of
energy. Studies reveal that energy
consumption accounts for up
to 50% of the running costs of
a hatchery. The use of energy
efficient equipment and energy

recovery systems will greatly
reduce your energy costs, as well
as your ecological footprint.

Lowest labour costs
The layout of your hatchery needs
to facilitate a highly efficient
workflow. Automation equipment
will help you achieve this. By using
on-farm loaders with setter trolleys, for instance, you can avoid
substantial labour costs when
transferring eggs. Of course, the
hatchery layout and equipment
also need to guarantee a safe
environment for your employees.

Minimum egg costs
The landed cost of your eggs at

the egg receiving area of your
hatchery needs to be kept to a
minimum. This cost is not only
determined by the price of the
hatching eggs but also by the
transportation cost and, in some
cases, by the cost of disposable
paper trays.

Lowest cost for
consumables
By selecting long-lasting equipment
and accessories, you reduce both
your operational costs and your
environmental footprint. It is also
important to choose equipment
with a minimum number of maintenance parts and components that
are subject to wear and tear.
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Go for the highest
chick output
Increasing the revenues for your hatchery means producing an optimal number of healthy, strong
and uniform chicks. A key requirement in achieving this is selecting the best incubators with the latest
proven technology. On the one hand, it is important to avoid losses due to contamination or diseases
by ensuring a good bio-security in your hatchery. That is why it is essential for a hatchery to foresee
efficient disinfection areas and systems. On the other hand, eggs and chicks need to be kept in the ideal
climate environment from the moment that they enter the hatchery to the moment they leave it. This can
be achieved by a suitable Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning system (HVAC).

The best incubators for
your hatchery
Petersime offers a whole range of
incubators suited to your different
needs. Our top of the range S-line
incubators feature the patented
Embryo-Response Incubation™
technology ensuring the highest
chick output available in the
market today.

>
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Petersime S-line incubator featuring Embryo-Response Incubation™ technology

Disinfect and fumigate to
avoid diseases
Stringent hygiene procedures in
every hatchery are more essential
than ever to ensure good biosecurity.
Petersime’s Automatic Disinfection System is specially developed for the timely, accurate
and labour-saving disinfection
of incubators. Any non-corrosive
liquid disinfectant, whether diluted (e.g. 40% Formalin solution) or
undiluted (100%), can be sprayed
into the incubator through the
humidifying nozzle.
Our disinfection system results in
lower bacterial counts compared
with the same disinfectant applied through an evaporative pan.
It guarantees uniform disinfection,
provides a perfect dosage and is
environment-friendly. The system
is completely safe for hatchery
staff, functions independently and
hence reduces your labour cost.

The fumigation of hatching eggs,
setter trolleys and trays prior to
setting is one of the most effective ways of removing bacterial
contamination because it stops
it from spreading throughout the
hatchery. Petersime delivers and
installs fumigation room equipment designed for accurate and
safe fumigation. The equipment
is fully automatic, timer controlled and easy to use. At the end of
the fumigation cycle, any fumes
remaining are automatically
evacuated before the green light
is given to enter the room.
Each system is sized exactly to
the specific size and working
routines of your hatchery.

Fumigation room

>

>

Automatic Disinfection System
installed in a hatcher
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An appropriate
HVAC system for each
environment
There is no single, standard solution
for HVAC: each system must be
custom-made to suit prevailing
conditions. For instance, hatcheries
in hot, humid climates require an air
conditioning system with cooling
water to dehumidify the air.
On the other hand, hatcheries in
dry conditions will benefit from
evaporative cooling.

>

HVAC system
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Petersime’s Project Department has
over 35 years of experience in designing and installing tailor-made
hatchery air handling and air
conditioning systems for the most
varied climates.
Even within one single hatchery,
different climate control systems
are needed for different areas.

Both the traditional ‘fixed air volume’ ventilation systems and the
more energy efficient pressure controlled ventilation systems – such as
the Petersime Pressure Control
(PPC) systems – are operating in
single-stage and multi-stage hatcheries throughout the world.

>

Petersime Pressure Control

All these systems need to be
monitored and controlled. That is
why Petersime is designing fully
automated electronic climate
control systems that can be
supervised via the network.

>

>

Fully automated electronic climate control cabinet
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Minimize
your energy costs

>

Energy consumption is a major cost driver in your hatchery. To help reduce consumption, Petersime
provides energy efficient incubators. Our extremely effective heat transfer mechanism with heat recovery
systems and our pressure control systems enable you to save considerable amounts on your energy cost.

Energy efficient
incubators

Heat recovery
systems

Petersime’s state-of-the-art incubators feature a sealed cabinet
preventing any energy loss to the
outside. The use of highly efficient
motors and Petersime’s EcoDrive™ technology reduce energy
needs by up to 50% compared with
traditional incubators.

A heat recovery system can yield
considerable savings in two main
ways.
The first is to use a cross plate heat
exchanger to recover the heat from
the setter room’s exhaust air and
use it to warm up the incoming air.

High efficiency motors with Eco-Drive™
technology on Petersime’s incubators

exhausted air to outside
exhausted air from setters

supplied air

outside air

>
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Principle of a cross plate heat
recovery system

The second is to recover the heat
from the hot water side of the
chiller – for hatcheries that employ water cooling with a chiller
system - and use it to pre-heat the
incoming air in the air conditioning
unit.

>

100%

HVAC unit including heat recovery section
Energy consumption

>

Without heat
recovery

With heat
recovery

dry cooler

preheating incoming air
setters

Additional energy savings can be
achieved by using a pressure control system. These systems adjust
the amount of air movement in
different areas in the hatchery.
Only the amount of air that is
needed by the incubators at any
moment during the incubation
cycle is supplied to the rooms.
This avoids any energy spill caused
by a change of pressure related to
the functioning of the incubators
or other ongoing operations.

watercooled
chiller

condensor side +

condensor side -

Pressure control systems

air supply unit
watertank
cooling hvac unit
Hatchers

evaporator
side
coldwater side -

return cooling water HVAC
return cooling water incubators

coldwater side +

cooling water incubators

>

Cooling water heat recovery
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Reduce
your labour costs
Your labour cost largely depends on the layout of your hatchery. Care must be taken to facilitate an efficient workflow throughout the entire hatchery. But it’s not just the layout that is crucial. The equipment
plays an important role as well. It should be easy to operate and maintain without requiring specialized
training. To further increase efficiency and reduce physical labour, you can opt for automation equipment.
Finally, by connecting your equipment to a network, you will be able to monitor and control operations
from any point in your hatchery.

Efficient workflow
depends on layout
The layout of your hatchery
defines working efficiency, overall
operational costs and bio-security.
Petersime has many years of experience in designing hatcheries for
different working environments.
Based on our many examples of
layouts, we can help you define
the most efficient hatchery for
your particular needs.
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1. egg delivery
2. fumigation room
3. egg handling
4. egg holding
5. setter room
6. transfer area
7. hatcher room
8. chick take off
9. chick room
10. technical room
11. washing

>

3

From semi- to fullyautomated equipment
There are various levels of automation you can choose from. Depending on the size of your hatchery and
your specific requirements, you can
opt for a completely integrated
automated hatchery. Alternatively,
you can decide to automate or
semi-automate certain parts of your
hatchery. Petersime assists you in
selecting the best solution in all
these cases.
When choosing completely
integrated automation, Petersime will work with your preferred
automation partner to design a
fully automated system to handle
and process your eggs and chicks
in the various areas of your hatchery. This design takes into account
space constraints, labour regulations, safety requirements and
any other requirements you
may have.

>

>

Automation equipment
in the transfer area

Automation equipment
in the chick area
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• Egg candling

Petersime Transferring Machine

Petersime Egg Candling Machine

For small capacity hatcheries,
we offer the Petersime Transferring Machine (PTM) for egg
transfers. The PTM has a capacity to transfer 40,000 eggs per
hour. The unit is mounted on
wheels for maximum mobility
and it is made of stainless steel
for maximum durability.

For stand-alone automation,
Petersime offers different types
of equipment to increase the
efficiency of your hatchery
and reduce the labour load in
different areas. >

We provide the Petersime Candling Machine (PCM), normally
as an additional option to the
PTM. The PCM has a capacity to
candle 40,000 eggs per hour.
The unit is mounted on wheels
for maximum mobility. Like the
PTM, it is made of stainless steel
for maximum durability.

>

>

• Tray washing machines

• Egg lifter

• Egg store turning system

Tray washing machine

Egg lifter

Egg store turning system

Petersime’s automatic tray
washers allow you to increase
the hygiene and efficiency of
your hatchery. The washing machines provide swift cleaning
of setter trays, hatcher trays and
chick boxes. Our tray washing
machines are available with
capacities of 250 or 350 trays
per hour. Blow-off units installed
in-line with the washer are also
available for fast drying.

Petersime provides vacuum
lifters for egg traying. These not
only help you save labour costs
but also make sure that fewer
eggs get cracked or broken. Our
vacuum lifters are available with
one or two egg lifters for one or
two operators respectively.

Petersime designs automatic
trolley turning systems of
various capacities to suit all
sizes of egg holding rooms.
Hatching eggs that are stored
for a longer period of time
benefit from regular trolley
turning during storage.

>

>

>
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• Egg transfer

Ensure monitoring and
control at all times
Maintaining a complete overview
of the status of your hatchery is of
the utmost importance – at every
moment. It allows you to reduce
your labour cost but also to react
immediately if an abnormal condition should occur. Petersime offers
hardware and software to help you
achieve a permanent overview.

• Control Panel

With the Petersime Control
Panel, there’s no need to run
around the hatchery to check
all your incubators one by one.
Our Control Panel enables you
to check them all at a glance. It
informs you of the progress of
each incubation process in your
hatchery. The device is easy to
operate and monitors up to 95
setters or hatchers.
It continuously displays their
operating or alarm status. The
Petersime Control Panel is also

>

>

The Petersime Control Panel allows the
control of up to 95 incubators

capable of controlling other
equipment such as air handling
units, water chillers, and automation equipment.

• IrisLinkTM

Petersime’s IrisLink™ network
protocol enables you to remotely log in to your incubators. You
do not even need to be present
in your hatchery to follow up on
events. IrisLink™ allows you to
execute all commands and get
all incubation status information
from any location on the network. With IrisLink™, you get the
same user interface as on the
local display of the incubator.
This avoids the need for extra
operator training.

Display of setter room configuration
via IrisLink™
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Minimize your egg costs
Eggs are the most essential resource of your hatchery. The cost of this resource can be lowered by reducing the landed cost of the eggs, by avoiding eggs from getting damaged, and by keeping eggs in ideal
conditions before they enter the setter area. Having good trolleys and trays to handle the eggs is a major
prerequisite for minimizing egg costs.

<

Petersime’s trolleys are perfectly
suited for on-farm traying and
also for transportation from the
farm to the hatchery. Since eggs
do not have to be transferred onto
setter trolleys in the hatchery, one
handling cost is avoided and the
risk of damage to the eggs as well
as the labour cost is reduced. It
also eliminates the cost of disposable carton egg trays.
Petersime also offers high capacity farm trolleys capable of
holding a maximum number of
eggs per volume. This reduces the
transportation cost between the
farm and the hatchery, thereby
reducing the cost of your eggs.
Trolleys in a truck after on-farm traying

Go for the lowest cost
for consumables
Equipment in a hatchery suffers a lot of wear and tear. The primary reason is the frequent handling and
intensive cleaning for bio-security reasons. What’s more, a hatchery has a very long lifetime.
That is why Petersime designs its equipment with minimum maintenance and maximum durability
in mind. Where possible, Petersime will make maximum use of anodised aluminium and stainless
steel for extreme durability and resistance.

<

Petersime’s egg turning system
is designed in such a way that the
trolley locking hole plates can be
easily removed and replaced in
case of wear without having to
replace the entire assembly. This
guarantees low maintenance costs.
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Egg turning system

Trolleys and trays are an important part of your hatchery. They are
subject to frequent and rough
handling and need to be robust,
easy to handle and easy to clean.
Petersime offers trolleys and
trays that are designed to last
a lifetime.

• Trolleys

Our trolleys are welded solidly
and have an extra coating that
protects them from corrosion.
All Petersime trolleys are
suitable for automated washing systems. They have an
ergonomic design and low roll
resistance, making them easy
to handle. The trolley self-positioning system ensures errorfree operation of the automated tray-turning mechanism.

• Trays and baskets

Petersime has developed
solid but lightweight trays and
baskets that are designed for
intensive use. All of our trays
and baskets are easy to stack.
They are very rigid and stable,
making them extremely suitable for hatchery automation
systems. The design and choice
of materials allow easy washing
up to 85°C and provide excellent chemical resistance.
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We take care of your
complete turnkey hatchery
Petersime provides you with the incubation equipment you require. But we can do much more than that.
We design, deliver and install your complete hatchery and provide you with support over the lifetime
of your hatchery. Petersime has more than 35 years of experience in designing turnkey hatcheries.
We have already installed several turnkey hatcheries over the world. And more than 6,000 hatchery
layout drawings have been made by our experts.

How we work with you
Our experts assist you from the
very beginning to define your
project specifications and identify its constraints. We work on the
basis of your objectives, capacity
requirements, working methods,
as well as constraints in terms of
location, local regulations and
other project specific needs.

on the feedback from renowned
hatchery managers as the most
efficient implementation of a
modern hatchery. These proposals
are fully documented and provide
information both on the initial
investment cost and on the yearly
all-inclusive operational costs of
running a hatchery.
These standard reference layouts
are a valuable tool for accelerating

the initial phases of defining your
hatchery project specifications.
Once the hatchery layout is
finalized, we draw up complete
execution plans and equipment
specifications to build your
hatchery. This provides you with
all the documentation you need
to start building your hatchery.

Petersime provides you technological and product knowledge:
knowledge of air conditioning
systems for different climates,
knowledge of automation systems, knowledge of energy saving
systems, installation expertise and
project management, among
other things. We build on a broad
experience gained from many
hatchery projects across the world
and from knowledge gained by
our many contacts with other
trendsetting hatcheries. All this
expertise is shared with you to
generate the best hatchery
layout for your particular needs.

<

Petersime has also developed a
number of ‘ready-to-build’ proposals for turnkey hatcheries. These
proposals provide a standard
reference hatchery layout. They
are based on our expertise and
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Set of execution drawings

<

Turnkey hatchery proposal
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We arrange the delivery
of all hatchery equipment
Upon your request, we take care of the delivery of all the equipment and
infrastructure for your complete hatchery. We cover whatever you need:
floors, walls, doors, dock shelters, chillers, water tanks, cabling, sanitary
installations, lights, … Petersime proposes the best solution and takes care
of its delivery and installation.

• Water system

• Air distribution

• Doors

Water chiller

Air socks

Sliding door

• Walls and gates

• Floor surface

• Sewage draining system

Dock shelter

Epoxy floor in a setter room

Drain

The sewage draining systems
provided by Petersime have
removable dirt baskets.
This ensures easy cleaning and
avoids drain pipes clogging up.

>

Petersime recommends the
best floor surface for your
hatchery. This can be concrete,
epoxy or a tiled floor.

>

>

Petersime provides the walls
inside your hatchery and the
gates for your landing docks.
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You need many different types
of doors in a hatchery.
These must be robust yet easy
to handle and maintain. Special
doors are needed for the fumigation room and the docking
areas. Petersime’s all-in offering
includes the right doors for
your needs.

>

We provide various solutions
for the distribution of air in
different rooms (e.g. air socks or
air tunnels).

>

>

Depending on the local climate, you need either a closed
circuit water cooling system
based on a chiller, or water
sourced from a well.

At Petersime, we always look further than the incubator.
We see to it that every single component of your hatchery
is the most suitable one for your system and environment.
We invite you to contact us to discuss any aspect of your hatchery.
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Contact us now and
start maximizing your profits
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